Miami University Press is pleased to announce the publication of the newest title in our poetry series.


Rainbow Darkness grew from poems and talks presented at Marjorie Cook Conference on Diversity in African American Poetry held at Miami University in September 2003. The anthology hopes to extend the conversations that took place at the conference to another, larger audience.

Rainbow Darkness is edited by Keith Tuma, author of Fishing By Obstinate Isles: Modern and Postmodern British Poetry and American Readers.

Publication Date: December 2005
Price: $17.50

“’We who gathered at this conference, and you who read this anthology, have a richer, fuller sense of the vast possibilities of African American poetry, precisely because so many different voices were brought together. Potential cacophony, potential choir.’”
—Evie Shockley
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“The poems and essays in Rainbow Darkness allow us to sample how diversity functions in contemporary African American poetry. The anthology urges us to ponder ‘diversity within diversity’ rather than binaries that castrate serious thought. The work of the poet, to echo Lorenzo Thomas’ plenary address, is to find ‘the words to go with the music.’ As one reads Rainbow Darkness, however, the sense that music is plural intensifies; now it is probable that musics seek poets who can best use words to lessen our existential wretchedness. For anyone who has a genuine interest in poetry, Rainbow Darkness provides some of the evidence required to understand the impact of multiple consciousness on the traditions of African American poetry.”

Jerry W. Ward, Jr.
Editor of Trouble the Water: 250 Years of African American Poetry
Dillard University

Books can be ordered from Pathway Books, 4 White Brook Road, Gilsum, NH 03448.
By phone: (800) 345-6665.
For more information contact:
Online orders, and more from MU Press on our website: www.orgs.muohio.edu/mupress
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